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Dear readers,
The last issue of “Engelsmann News” before the summer break takes you on another exciting journey
around the world of bulk solids processes. In the suitcase: a look back at SCHÜTTGUT 2017, a free
trial promotion for the JEL Phoenix screening machine and a topical field report on the appropriate mix
of plant and metering technology in the field of synthetic resin production.
Last but not least, we present an outlook of where the journey will go after the break, and we can
reveal this much: it will stay exciting.
» SCHÜTTGUT 2017: Phoenix Mission Successful
» JEL Phoenix: Try The New Screening Machine for Free
» The Right Dose for The Perfect Mix
» Even a Newsletter Needs a Holiday From Time to Time
We hope you enjoy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

SCHÜTTGUT 2017: Phoenix Mission Successful
In the middle of May, the Engelsmann trade fair team traveled to the Ruhr area for one of the largest
industry events in the region: SCHÜTTGUT in Dortmund. The focus of Engelsmann‘s trade fair
presentation this year was on the newly developed JEL Phoenix screening machine, which could be
presented right on time for the sales launch at the stand. Specially developed for the chemicals
industry, the long-stroke screening machine ensured considerable interest and scored well in
particular thanks to its versatility.
The trade fair team would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank all visitors to the stand
once again and is already looking forward to the next trade fair highlight at the end of September POWTECH in Nuremberg.
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JEL Phoenix: Try The New Screening Machine for Free
With its debut at SCHÜTTGUT, the market launch for the newly developed JEL Phoenix longstroke screening machine was successfully initiated. We would therefore like to offer our loyal
“Engelsmann News” subscribers a special service:
so that you can be sure that the versatile long-stroke screening machine is also suitable for your
area of application, we are conducting free and non-binding trials for you at the Engelsmann
technical center.
Simply contact our Head of the Technical Center Johannes Krusch for more information.
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The Right Dose for The Perfect Mix
Anyone who has ever worked with synthetic resin knowns - without the perfect mixing ration, the components don‘t bond. So that the resin and curing agent are even reactive in the first place, however, the
preliminary products must also be processed into a homogeneous end product in the right proportions
and with the optimal mixing process.
You can find out how a manufacturer of epoxy resins reproduced not only the mixing process but also
the metered delivery of the individual components with subsequent drum filling in a process chain
using a plant concept from Engelsmann by clicking on our info link.
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Even a Newsletter Needs a Holiday From Time to Time
The “Engelsmann News” editorial team says goodbye on behalf of the entire workforce in the summer
break and wishes you a few happy and above all sunny weeks.
Of course we won‘t be completely idle during this period - the preparations for the POWTECH trade
fair, which will take place from 26-28 September in Nuremberg, are already proceeding apace. You
will hear from us again in the middle of September in time for the trade fair with a special issue which,
alongside a preview of this year‘s trade fair presentation, will contain a guide on the topic of emptying
big bags which is not to be missed.
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Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Mixing technology

» Big bag systems

» Additional products
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